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QUESTION: 112
An NSX administrator determines that routing adjacency a NSX Edge device and a topof-rack L3 switch CANNOT be established. Which two logs would be the most useful in
resolving this issue? (choose two)

A. NSX Manager Logs
B. Edge Services Gateway logs
C. Distributed Router Logs
D. NSX Controller logs

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 113
Which two functions are provided by VMkernel ports? (Choose two)

A. VXLAN Port Configuration
B. vSphere vMotion
C. ESXi Host Management
D. 802.1Q VLAN tagging

Answer: B, C
Reference:
http://www.pearsonitcertification.com/articles/article.aspx?p=2190191&seqNum=10

QUESTION: 114
When defining membership for a security group, which three identifiers can be used for
dynamic inclusion? (Choose Three)

A. VM folder
B. Computer OS Name
C. ESXi host
D. VM Name
E. Security Tag

Answer: B, D, E
Reference:
https://pubs.vmware.com/NSX6/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.nsx.admin.doc%2FGUID-B9FC0D05-BE96-4D838C58-98B0F96DB342.html

QUESTION: 115
Where can firewall rules be applied on the NSX Edge Services Gateway?

A. Rules can be applied on the uplink interface only.
B. Rules can be applied on either the uplink interface or internal interface.
C. Rules can be on either the uplink, internal, or management interfaces.
D. Rules can be applied on the management and uplink interfaces only.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 116
Which details can an administrator verify from the Summary tab of the VMware NSX
Manager? (Choose three)

A. Current time
B. Average MTBF
C. Version
D. Storage utilization
E. Health Score

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 117
What is one of the benefits of a spine-leaf network topology?

A. A loop prevention protocol is not required
B. Automatic propagation of security policies to all nodes
C. Allows for VXl ANs to be defined in h traditional network topology
D. Network virtualization relies on spine leaf topologies to create logical switches

Answer: D

QUESTION: 118
Two virtual machines are unable to communicate with one another. The virtual
machines are in the same distributed port group, but reside on different ESXi hosts.
What are two possible causes for the communications issue? (Choose two )

A. Basic multicast filtering mode has been disabled on the ESXi hosts.
B. No physical NICs are assigned as active or standby uplinks in a NIC team.
C. The standby links are configured on different VLANs, preventing heartbeats from
reaching each VM.
D. The physical NICs assigned as active or standby uplinks reside on different VLANs
on the physical switch.

Answer: B, D
Reference:
? uk.co.certification.simulator.questionpool.PList@106a4a70
From <https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMwarevSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.troubleshooting.doc/GUID-5324A0E4- AA7B-40CCA975-D45328B5C434.html>

QUESTION: 119
An administrator needs to verify which port the switch manager is using. Which
command should be used?

A. show controller-cluster status
B. show controller-cluster core stats
C. show controller-cluster connections
D. show controller-cluster logical-switches

Answer: C

QUESTION: 120
Which two statements are true regarding L2 Bridges and Distributed Logical Routers?
(Choose two )

A. Each L2 bridge instance can only map to a single VLAN
B. There can only be one instance of an L2 bridge on a DLR
C. There can be multiple instances of an L2 bridge on a DLR
D. Each L2 bridge instance can map to multiple VLANs.

Answer: A, C
Reference:
https://pubs.vmware.com/NSX6/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.nsx.admin.doc%2FGUID-ECE2893A-A1A6-4D4393DA-AE4A97ABBF44.html
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